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Introduction 
Programs are the unit of work that serve as the building blocks of successful missions.  
 
They matter operationally across every branch of the government. Furthermore, every program has a 
role to play – whether it be a congressional notification exercise or the component parts of an entirely 
new weapon system. 
 
While considerable technology exists for program creation, measurement and management – virtually 
none exists around the concept of program intelligence – the prediction of a program’s future health.  
Understanding potential changes in the health of a program, up to six months or more before they 
appear through more traditional metrics, enable organizations to see over the horizon and intercept 
risk, make the necessary adjustment to get back on track, or prepare for downstream effects to other 
efforts.  
 
Ayasdi’s Program Performance Intelligence application uses structured and unstructured data about a 
program to predict program risk – months before traditional approaches. Based on the Company’s 
award-winning technology, the Program Performance Intelligence application can be deployed across 
a number of different environments and technology stacks.  

Background and Philosophy 
Ayasdi has built an AI platform that powers the design, development, and deployment of enterprise-
scale, intelligent applications of which Program Performance Intelligence is but one. Our approach, our 
underlying technology, and our products are expressly crafted to deliver against an organization’s 
requirements in this area – with the goal of delivering extraordinary business value. 
 
Originating from a DARPA project and developed by Stanford computational mathematicians, 
Ayasdi’s underlying technology, Topological Data Analysis (TDA) simplifies the extraction of 
knowledge from even the most complex data sets.  
 
Our technology platform supports application development because we believe deeply that every 
application needs to become intelligent. Furthermore, we believe that applications are the way to 
achieve the broadest penetration of intelligence in the organization – arming non-technical leaders and 
subject matter experts with exceptional capabilities.  
 
We believe that for an application to be truly intelligent it needs to meet several criteria. We call these 
criteria the five pillars of enterprise intelligence.  

● Discover the unknown unknowns, information that is latent in complex data 

● Predict the future with high accuracy as well as improve over time with experience (more data) 

● Justify actions, predictions and discoveries in a transparent and statistically proven fashion 

● Act based on data, recommend actions to humans, and react to changes 

● Learn from data as it changes over time. 
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The Challenge of Program Performance 
Intelligence 
The central challenge in assessing program performance is complexity. The combination of quantitative 
and qualitative data, dependencies and exogenous factors obscures the ability of an organization to 
effectively characterize the health of their programs.  
 
In most organizations, program reviewers are responsible for rating program performance and 
providing insight to senior leadership to review these programs through a number of systems. While 
the rating process differs from entity to entity, a common framework involves the assessment across a 
number of different areas with program leads providing a rating (Green, Yellow, Red) with a 
justification for the rating and a short summary to be used in a one-page program highlight document.  
 
Reviewers then evaluate these program reports on a monthly or quarterly basis, using their 
accumulated expertise to determine trends, interpret tone, make connections, find patterns, or source 
inconsistencies that might suggest future problems. 
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This process is time intensive and often requires reviewers to read and assess scores of pages for each 
program currently being reviewed. Ultimately, however, this is an imperfect process and requires 
humans to excel at task for which they are not well suited.  
 
The result is that it is a surprise when programs turn red and the options available for remediation have 
narrowed considerably. 
 
Ayasdi’s Program Performance Intelligence application looks at each component in the program 
review process, quantitative, qualitative and exogenous, compares that with data on the progression of 
other programs and makes an unbiased assessment of the future of the program.  
 
To achieve this, Ayasdi has created a Topological Data Analysis-powered application to evaluate the 
available data, surfacing patterns and relationships that indicate program performance changes. Using 
these relationships, the application predicts the future health of the program and details exactly what is 
driving those findings in simple to understand terms. Furthermore, the application learns constantly and 
takes advantage of each new data points to refine its thinking. 

Technical Execution 
Using existing program data and the ground truth of project performance (e.g. Red/Yellow/Green 
status and performance downgrades) Ayasdi will perform any needed transformation of the data and 
prepare the data for ingestion and interpretation. Once ingested, a Topological Data Analysis (TDA) 
network model will be generated to begin the initial analysis. Based on the network model and the 
information regarding the “ground truth” data, Ayasdi can identify the key features and 
transformations in the data that best differentiate programs that will perform poorly in the near future 
from those that will continue to perform well – complete with extensive justification.  

Program Performance at Lockheed Martin 
As a large contractor to governments around the world, Lockheed Martin has hundreds of discreet 
programs at any given time – ranging from a Windows upgrade to the F-35 Strike Fighter project. 
Program success equates to company success – financially, operationally and strategically. 
 
Lockheed had discovered that Schedule Performance Index (SPI) and Cost Performance Index (CPI) 
were lagging indicators and that by the time those indicators turned “red” it was too late to do 
anything but react – an expensive and difficult position to be in.  
 
Having insight into the future performance of programs held the promise of creating a portfolio of 
options for the management team at Lockheed Martin enabling flexibility in addressing the underlying 
challenge. Their goal was to detect the signatures in the data that predicted future program 
performance early enough to create this portfolio of options.  
 
Given the exceptional number of different features in the data, however, the combinatorial complexity 
was simply too great for any program manager to process, hiding the signatures of trouble.   
 
By using an application rooted in TDA, Lockheed was able to determine the correct combination of 
variables that produced those signatures. The result was that Lockheed identified a concise set of 
attributes that predicted program health – up to six months in advance of traditional techniques. 
Furthermore, the application was accurate with only two months of data versus six months of data 
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previously. As a result, even new programs benefited from this approach – delivering exceptional 
value. Finally, Lockheed determined that unstructured data was a better predictor of program success 
than the structured data that powered their traditional indicators. 
 
Lockheed’s presentation on their findings at Gartner’s Intelligence Summit can be found here. 
 

 
 

Summary 
Large, complex programs are exceptionally difficult to manage and even harder to forecast. As a 
result, all of the technology that exists today is focused on the problem of management – missing the 
real opportunity – to see into the future and detect problems before they become insurmountable.  
 
Ayasdi’s Program Performance Intelligence application can transform the program management 
function for a large organization by allowing them to detect the signatures of trouble up to six months 
sooner and to do so with only two months of data. This early warning system creates exceptional 
options for the organization allowing for adjustments, mitigation, and modifications in the window 
where such changes have maximum impact. 
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About Symphony AyasdiAI 
Symphony AyasdiAI, part of the SymphonyAI Group, is the world’s most advanced artificial 
intelligence software company. Symphony AyasdiAI helps organizations discover new and valuable 
insights in enterprise data. With unprecedented accuracy, transparency, and speed. Built upon over a 
decade of research and experience, Symphony AyasdiAI delivers insights to Fortune 500 companies 
and public sector organizations to capture growth, avoid risks and manage inefficiencies. 
www.ayasdi.com 

A Symphony Group Company 
The SymphonyAI Group is the fastest growing and most successful group of B2B AI companies, 
backed by a $1 billion commitment to build advanced AI and machine learning applications that 
transform the enterprise. Symphony AI is a unique operating group of over 1,600 skilled technologist 
and data scientists, successful and proven entrepreneurs, and accomplished professionals, under the 
leadership of one of Silicon Valley’s most successful serial entrepreneurs, Dr. Romesh Wadhwani.  
 
 
 

555 Twin Dolphin Dr, Suite 370 
Redwood City, CA 94065 USA 
+1 650.704.3395 
sales@ayasdi.com 
ayasdi.com  |  @ayasdi 


